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Why actigraphy?
Actigraphy is the measurement of motion used to
monitor 24-hour activity patterns, usually performed
with a small accelerometer contained in a watch-like
device worn on the wrist or hip. The motion data timeseries can be analyzed to provide a range of validated
endpoints relating to activity, sleep, and circadian
rhythms.
The ability to measure motion precisely and
continuously throughout a clinical trial, rather than at
discrete study visits, allows for the application of
advanced statistical techniques to model day-by-day (or
night-by-night) changes between arms and over time,
increasing statistical power. Actigraphy is non-invasive,
meaning that the data reflect the experiences of the
study participant undergoing their usual routine in their
normal environment.
Activity patterns in multiple sclerosis
Activity patterns of those with multiple sclerosis (MS)
fluctuate over time according to exacerbations and
remissions,1 and therefore represent an important
marker of disease progression.

Several studies have demonstrated that within samples
of MS patients, actigraphy endpoints correlate
significantly with objective measurements such as
6-minute walk distance,2-5 the timed 25-foot walk
test,3-5 energy expenditure,2,4-5 and gait.4 In 2010, Sosnoff
et al. reported that both the mean value of daytime
activity level, as well as the variability (standard
deviation of the mean) were correlated with MS-related
disability, ambulatory status, and walking impairment.
Approximate entropy, a mathematical construct
reflecting the regularity/complexity of a signal, also
differed significantly according to ambulatory status,
and correlated moderately with patient-reported
measures of walking impairment.6 In 2017, Ketelhut et al.
found that moderate/vigorous physical activity
measured by actigraphy is significantly associated with
important functional outcomes of MS including leg
strength, manual dexterity assessed during a 9-hole
peg test, timed up-and-go test, and sit-to-stand
performance.7

In cross-sectional studies, actigraphy endpoints can
discriminate between MS patients and matched
controls,8 between MS patients at risk of falls and those
not at risk,9 and between active and inactive MS
patients.10 Thus, accelerometry measurements
performed at home are significantly associated with
performance-based tests in controlled environments,
but have the advantage of providing greater ecological
validity.11
Although actigraphy endpoints correlate with MSspecific patient reported outcomes (PROs) when
analyzed cross-sectionally,5 a 2014 longitudinal study
found that two commonly-used PROs – the MS Walking
Scale-12 and MS Impact Scale-29 – were not responsive
to changes in performance, defined as actigraphy total
daily activity counts.12 It is possible that this disconnect
is due to ‘response shift’, which describes the
phenomenon in which a patient changes their
conceptualization of the construct captured by a PRO,
alongside an improvement or decline in health-related
quality of life. Thus, it is important to capture both
objective and self-reported endpoints
in MS clinical trials.
Disrupted sleep and circadian rhythms in multiple
sclerosis
Aldughmi et al. demonstrated in a 2016 study that
although there was no significant association between
self-reported sleep quality and improvement in a
6-minute walk test in those with MS, there was a
significant bivariate correlation between improvement
in 6-minute walk test and the average wake bout
duration measured with actigraphy.13 In 2011,
Merkelbach et al. reported that actigraphy-derived
measurements of activity, sleep, and circadian rhythm
(24-hour mean activity; the difference in amplitude
between highest daytime and lowest nighttime activity;
and intraday stability which quantifies robustness of
circadian rhythm) were individually associated with MS
severity, but not with self-reported measures of fatigue
or sleepiness.14 Similarly, Attarian et al. reported a high
burden of sleep/circadian disruption in those with MS
and fatigue.15 These findings are consistent with results
from a 2012 study reporting dysregulation of melatonin
secretion in MS which, as a regulator of the sleep-wake
cycle, may provide an underlying biological
mechanism.16
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…and more
Beyond conventional activity, sleep, and circadian
endpoints, there is opportunity to use Philips’ Rapid
Actigraphy Data Analyzer (‘RADA’) software to delve
much deeper into rich and complex actigraphy datasets
by investigating mathematical patterns which may be
responsive to pharmacological therapy. Actigraphy
datasets never ‘expire’, and can be re-analyzed quickly
and easily as new algorithms are developed.
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